IMPREGNATED SILVER CLOTHS AND MITTS
The quickest and most convenient sliver cleaner around!
These 100% cotton cloths are impregnated with specific silver cleaning
agents that effortlessly remove light tarnishing, leaving your silverware
sparkling. They can be used on both sterling silver and plated articles,
giving a quick and efficient solution to your silver care. As they contain
a specialised blend of microfibres that absorb both oil and dirt, they
will leave your silver articles looking lustrous, shiny and as good as
new.
A Mitt version of this cloth is also available that contains a unique
range of anti tarnish agents, designed to give your silver a long lasting
shine. Not only will they protect your silver but also your hands due to
their delicate lining.
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Easy to use leaving a brilliant shine
Does not require an additional cleaning polish
Cloths and Mitts need to be used dry, for light tarnish
Can be used repeatedly and should not be washed
Mitts available in one size. Cloth size 31.5cm x 42.5cm, or to
your request

Part of the Silver Maintenance Range
Sterling silver and Silver plated articles will tarnish when left exposed to the atmosphere. This is an exciting and unique
range of environmentally friendly products which transforms tarnished silverware.
Purchase Silver Plating Solution with:
 Silver Maintenance Solution – To provide long lasting protection once the silver plating solution has
been used. Also contains pure silver
 Silver Polish - Polishes silver articles to give them an instant radiant shine and delays tarnishing

IMPREGNATED SILVER CLOTHS AND MITTS TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Directions
• To remove dirt and deposits, simply rub the cloth on to the surface for a long lasting shine
• Store in sealed plastic bag provided when not in use

